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ABSTRACT 

The biggest unexpected challenge in these years, the change of economic systems in Europe 

and Asia, is shortly looked at: Assistance is necessary. Some figures of "payments" are given 

for the example of the Federal Republic of Germany. They are in total larger than the budget of 

the Federal Government in 1994. The need of the application of nuclear energy in the heat 

market is discussed and difficulties are explained: The heat market in the world energy system 

covers in primary energy production about two thirds, in secondary energy demand it is even 

about 85 %. Nuclear energy contributes now with about 6 % to the global primary energy pro

duction, it is used to almost 100 % for electricity production only. The difficulties in the appli

cation of nuclear energy in the heat market stem from the large variety of requirements in the 

heat market. The biggest problem is the low fraction of base load. An overview on the various 

programs and projects in Germany is given: The project "Prototype Plant Nuclear Process 

Heat, PNP", the project "Chemical Heat Pipe" and the programs "Industrial Application" as 

well as "Water Splitting". The main result is: the technical feasibility of a Nuclear Process Heat 

Plant (for the refinement of coal) has been established. The project PNP has been terminated in 

1992 successfully, but without a demonstration of heat application from a nuclear source. Re

sults from the project work are reported. For a first nuclear demonstration the process of 

steam reforming had been selected in the projects "AVRII" and "AVR-Reconstruction", but 

these projects have not been realized. Recent results on the economical competitiveness of the 

HTR-Module-Power Plant from industry are reported: "Theoretical evaluation show that the 

HTR-Module-Power Plant with the assumption of the construction of about 800 MWe/y in 

serious production.... could become economically competitive in comparison to import coal", 

but the "necessary security of investment" needs to be established before in FRG. The remain

ing work to be done in future is discussed. The various possibilities for the produced energy 

carriers hydrogen, synthesis gas, methanol, application of carbondioxide, are discussed with 

respect to product yield. The 7th change of the Atomic Law in FRG, being effective since July 

28, 1994, is shortly discussed: The New Law requires that" also events, whose occurence 

is practically excluded.... would not require incisive counter measures ....". In the explanations 

those events and incisive counter measures are described as "accidents with core melts" and 

"evacuations". This change of the Atomic Law is very much in favour for innovative reactor 

systems and for the fundamental requirement of "catastrophe-free nuclear energy technology". 

But most important for the future is "sustainable development" with "meeting the needs of the 

present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs". 
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and Asia， is shortly looked at: Assistance is necessary. Some figures of "payments" are given 

for the examp¥e ofthe Federa¥ Republic ofGermany. They are in totallarger than the budget of 

the FederaJ Govemment in 1994. The need ofthe application ofnuc¥ear energy in the heat 

market is discussed and difficu¥ties are exp¥ained: The heat market in the wor1d energy system 

covers in primary energy production about two thirds， in secondary energy demand it is even 

about 85 %. Nuc¥ear energy contributes now with about 6 % to the g¥obal primary energy pro・

duction， it is used to almost 100 % for electricity production only. The difficulties in the appli-

cation of nuclear energy in the heat mark巴tstem合omthe ¥arge variety of requirements in the 

heat market. The biggest prob¥em is the ¥ow合actionofbase load. An overview on the various 

programs and projects in Germany is given: The project "Prototype P¥ant Nuc¥ear Process 

Heat， PNP"， the project "ChemicaJ Heat Pipe" and the programs "Industrial Application" as 

well as "Water Splitting". The main result is: the technicaJ feasibility ofa Nuclear Process Heat 

Plarit (for the refinement of coal) has been estab!ished. The project PNP has been termInated in 

1992 successfully， but without a demonstration ofheat application企oma nuclear source. Re-

sults合omthe project work are reported. For a first nuc¥ear demonstration the process of 

steam reforming had been se¥ected in the pr申cts"A VR II" and "A VR-Reconstruction"， but 

these projects have not been realized. Recent results on the economical competitiveness ofthe 

IITR-Module-Power Plant合omindustry are repo巾 d:"TheoreticaJ evaluation show that the 

IITR-Module-Power Plant with the assumption ofthe construction ofabout 800 MWe/y in 

serious production…・ couldbecome economical1y competitive in comparison to import COaJlI， 

but the "necessary security ofinvestment" needs to be estab!ished before in FRG. The remain-

ing work to be done in白旬reis discussed. The various possibi1ities for the produced energy 

carriers hydrogen， synthesis gas， methanol， app!ication of carbondioxide， are discussed with 

respect to product yield. The 7th change ofthe Atornic Law in FRG， being effective since July 

28， 1994， is shortly discussed: The New Law requires that "..・H ・.a1soevents， whose occurence 

is practicaJly exc1uded.…would not require incisive counte 
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Temperature Reactor and on Recent Changes of the Atomic Law in the Federal 
Republic of Germany with Big Influence on the Safety of Nuclear Energy Technology 

by 

Research Centre .Mich GmbH, KFA 
Institute for Safety Research and Reactor Technology, ISR 

Prof. Dr. -Ing. H. Barnert 

1. Change of Economic Systems: Planned to Free Market 

1.1. In summary: The change of economic systems "from planned to free market" 
in Europe and Asia is a big challenge. Much assistance is needed. In the Federal 
Republic of Germany the payments from West German budgets to East Germany exceed 
now about 600 billion DM. 

1.2. In detail on the change of economic systems and on payments in the FRG: 

1.2.1. The change of economic systems from plant economic systems to free market 
systems in East Europe and Asia did come unexpectedly and suddenly. It(obviously) 
is a big change and therefore the challenge of the nintees. 

1.2.2. From scientific point of view it is clear: Assistance is necessary. But -
as usually in the every day life of politics - it seems to be difficult to really 
be of assistance, also with respect to the change of infrastructures. 

1.2.3. In the European Union several programs do exist for assistance. Particular 
efforts have been undertaken for "the safety shortcomings of nuclear 
installations in Central and Eastern Europe Countries", but not yet with 
sufficient results. 

1.2.4. The free elected parliament of the former German Democratic Republic 
decided in 1990 to join the Federal Republic of Germany. The change of the 
economic system in former GDR is funded by "payments of West German budgets to 
East Germany, it meanwhile became clear, that much financial support needs to be 
given in the coming years. 

1.2.5. The amount of payments in the Federal Republic of Germany, Fig. 1, in the 
recent four years exceed meanwhile about 500 billion DM(one billion = 10s ), this 
amount is bigger than the budget of the Federal Government in Bonn(475 billion DM 
in 1994). The yearly payments are given in Fig. 1-1, for comparison the 
investments in the Federal Republic, divided into west and east are given too. The 
payments are equivalent to about 4% of the GNP, Fig. 1-1, Much money is needed 
for the renewal of infrastructure. 

1.2.6. These facts have to do with our topic because until recently R&D work in 
nuclear energy technology, including process heat applications, were funded by 
governmental institutions in FRG. Now public budgets have hard shortages. 
Additionally: the biggest effort on market penetration for HTR-MODUL-Cogeneration 
Power Plant had been made in the former GDR in the late eightees, but without 
success. 
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1. α1aJlge of Economic Syst側 s:Plann凶 toFree Market 

1.1. In summary:恒lechange of economic systems "from planned to free market" 
in Europe and Asia is a big challenge. Much assistance is needed. In the Federal 
Republic of Germany the payments from West German budgets to East Germany exceed 
now about 600 billion DM. 

1.2. In detail on the change of e∞nomic systems and on payments in the FRG: 

1.2.1. The change of econαnic systems frαn plant econαnic systems to free market 
systems in East Europe and Asia did come unexpectedly and suddenly. It(obviously) 
is a big change and therefore the challenge of the nintees. 

1.2.2. F悶 nscientific point of view it is clear: Assistance is necessary. But -
as usually in the every day life of凹litics-it seems to be difficult to really 
be of assistance， also with respect to the ch皿geof infrastructures. 

1.2.3. In the European Union several pr句ramsdo exist for assistance. Particular 
efforts have been undertaken for "the safety shortcomings of nuclear 
installations in Central and Eastern Europe Countries"， but not yet with 
sufficient results. 

1.2.4. The free elected parliament of the former German Democratic Republic 
decided in 1990 to join the Federal Republic of Germany. The change of the 
economic system in former GDR is funded by "payments of West German budgets to 
臥stGermany， it meanwhile be回 meclear， that much financial support needs to be 
given in the cαning years. 

1.2.5. The amount of payments in the Federal Re仰blicof Germany， Fig. 1， in the 
r回 entfour years exceed meanwhile about 500 billion DM(one billion = 109 )， this 
amount is bigger than the budget of the F凶eralGovernment in 8onn(475 billion 聞
in 1994). The yearly payments are given in Fig. 1-1， for comparison the 
investn即時sin the Federal Republic， divided into west and east are given too.百le
payments are equivalent to about 4% of the GNP， Fig. 1-1， Much money is needed 
for the renewal of infrastructure. 

1.2.6. These facts have to do with our topic because until recently R&D work in 
nuclear energy technology， including process heat applications， were funded by 
governmental institutions in FRG. Now public bUdgets have hard Shortages. 
Additionally: the biggest effort on岡山etpenetration for HTR-MODUL-Cogeneration 
Power Plant had been made in the former GDR in the late eightees， but without 
success. 
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2. Nuclear Process Heat, the Need and the Difficulties 

2.1. In summary: Nuclear energy up to now is used almost only for electricity 
production. But the heat market is large, to thirds of primary energy production 
and 58% of secondary energy demand is non-electrical. But the heat market is also 
very diverse and it is less capital intensive. 

2.2. In detail on global figures, on the C02 -climate problem and on the 
difficulties with the diversity of the heat market. 

2.2.1. The primary energy production of the world is based on fossil primary 
energy carriers. Its fraction in 1990 has been 85%. This is the reason for the 
large emissions of greenhouse gases, in particular carbondioxide CO2 and methane 
CHj , causing the global C02 -climate change problem. 

2.2.2. Nuclear energy contributed to the primary energy production with a 
fraction of only 6.2% in 1990. Recent predictions from the nuclear energy agency 
NEA of the OECD predicted that this fraction in future will even decrease. 

2.2.3. But nuclear energy is a C02 -free energy. It's further increased 
application would contribute to the solution of the CO2 -climate change problem. 
But nuclear energy has obviously difficulties with acceptance in the public, at 
least in some European countries. 

2.2.4. To global electricity production nuclear energy contributes with about 
17%. Electricity is the most important secondary energy carrier. It obviously 
provides many services to the consumer. But in the final energy demand of the 
world electricity contributes only with 15.6%. 

2.2.5. An increased application of nuclear energy for the energy supply could be 
established by increased nuclear electricity production and by the penetration of 
nuclear energy into the heat market. This market is large enough, it is about 68% 
of a primary energy production and about 85% of the final energy demand of the 
world. 

2.2.6. The difficulties with nuclear heat applications derive from the large 
diversity of the heat market, characteristics of diversity are: The many kinds of 
secondary energy carriers, mainly fuels, the fact that they are used by burning in 
air-breathing systems, the low utilization times(low base load), the type of 
commodity: staple or grid, and last but not least, the low capital intensity. The 
big success of secondary energy carrier coal and oil products is mainly due to the 
fact that they are a staple commodity, with 60% in the world. 

3. Overview on the Various Programs and Projects in Germany 

3.1. The results in summary: The main result of the various projects: 
"Prototype Plant Nuclear Process Heat, PNP". "Chemical Heat Pipe", "Industrial 
Applications" is: the technical feasibility of a Nuclear Process Heat Plant(for 
the refinement of coal)has been established. For a first nuclear demonstration 
the process of steam reforming had been selected in projects "AVRn " and "AVR-
reconstruction", but these projects have not been realized. The project PNP has 
been terminated in 1992 successfully, without demonstration of heat application 
from a nuclear source. 

3.2. In detail on the project "Prototype Plant Nuclear Process Heat, PNP": 

3.2.1. The main result of the PNP-project is the technical feasibility of a 
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2. Nuclcar Pr∞ess I1cat， the Need and the Difficulties 

2.1. In su町陥ry:Nuclcar energy up to now is used almost only for electricity 
production. But the heat 岡山etis la昭e，to thirds of primary energy production 
and 58% of secondary ener官ydemand is non-electrical.加tthe heat rnarket is also 
very diverse and it is less四 pitalintensive. 

2.2. In d巴tailon global figures， on the COz -climate problem and on the 
difficulties with the diversity of the hcat market. 

2.2.1. The primary energy production of the world is based on fossil primary 
encrgy carricrs. Its fraction in 1990 has bcen 85弘 Thisis the reason for the 
large emissions of greenhouse gases， in particular carbondioxide C02 and rr氾th創1e
CH~ ， causing the global COz -climatc change problcm. 

2.2.2. Nuclear energy contributed to the primary energy production with a 
fraction of only 6.2% in 1990. Recent predictions from the nuclear ener町 agency
NEh of the OB四 predictedthat this fraction in future wil1 even decrcase. 

2.2.3. But nuclear energy is a COz -free energy. It's further increas凶
a即 licationwould contribute to the solution of the ∞2 -cl imate ch却 geprobl肌

But nuclcar energy has obviously difficulties with acceptance in the public， at 
lcast in some Euro開ancountries. 

2.2.4. To global electricity production nuclear energy contributes with about 
17%. Electricity is the most important secondary energy carrier. It obviously 
pr~vides many services to the consumer. But in the final energy demand of the 
world electricity contributes only with 15.6%. 

2.2.5. An increased application of nuclear energy for the energy su開lycould be 
establish吋 byincreased nuclear electricity production and by the penetration of 
nuclcar energy into the heat market. This market is la暗eenough， it is about 68% 
of a primary energy production and about 85% of the final energy demand of the 
world. 

2.2.6. The difficulties with nuclear heat applications derive from the large 
diversity of the heat阻 rket.characteristics of diversity are:叩 emany kinds of 
secondary energy carriers， mainly fuels， the fact that they are used by burning in 
air-breathing systems， the low utilization times(low base load)， the type of 
corrm凶 ity:staple or grid， and last but not least， the low capital intensity. The 
big success of secondary energy carrier coal and oil pr凶uctsis mainly due to the 
fact that they are a staple ωll1lodi ty， with 6邸 inthe制orld.

3. 伽 erviewon the Various Progr捌 sand Projects in Germany 

3.1. The results in summary: The main result of the various projects: 
“Prototype Plant Nuclear Pr∞ess t1eat， PNP".“Chemical lleat Pipe"， "Industrial 
A即lications"is: the technical feasibil ity of a Nuclear Process t1eat Plant(for 
the refinement of coal)has been established. For a first nuclear demonstration 
the process of steam reforming had been selectcd in projects“AVRn" and “AVR-
reconstructionヘbutthese projects have not been realized.引1eproject PNP has 
been terminated in 1992 successfuIly， without d師 onstrationof heat application 
frαn a nuclear source. 

3.2. In detail on the project “Prototype Plant Nuclcar Process Heat， PNP": 

3.2.1. The main result of the PNP-project is the technical feasibility of a 
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Nuclear Process Heat Plant for the Refinement of Coal has been established. The 
main part "High Temperature Reactor for Process Heat Production" and 
"Refinement Plant for Coal" have sufficiently been developed and demonstrated 
for the realization of a prototype plant. For further details of the objectives 
and the results, see appendix 1. 

3.2.2. The project PNP has been terminated in 1992 successfully, but without a 
demonstration of heat application from a nuclear source. For a first nuclear 
demonstration the process of "steam reforming" had been selected in the 
projects " A Y R E " and "AVR-reconstruction", but these projects have not been 
realized. 

3.2.3. For a second step of nuclear demonstration the process of "steam 
gasification of coal", e.g. lignite, had been proposed in the project "AVR-
reconstruction". 

3.2.4. R&D-works on coal refinement, including the work on nuclear coal 
refinement, did receive much support and funding during the oil price crisis, 
because coal(hard coal and lignite)is an indigenous recourse in Germany. Due to 
the drop of the oil price in the late eightees the economical competitiveness 
of the refinement of coal in total does not exist any more under the new market 
conditions. This may change, if the oil price increases again. 

3.2.5. The refinement of fossil primary energy carriers using nuclear energy, 
in particular high temperature heat from the HTR, reduces the energy specific 
emissions of greenhouse gases, namely CCh and C1U , by 20 to 30%, compare! 
with t he direct application of the fuel. This means for coal: Its greenhouse 
gas disadvantage in comparison to oil and gas can be overcome. This is an 
important advantage for today, but this does not open an perspective for the 
future, because the long-term reduction of carbondioxide emissions is not only 
some 10ft but the required reduction factor is between 10 and IS. 

3.2.6. A historical driving force for the project PNP was also to offer help to 
the German hard coal industry and their structural problems. Meanwhile German 
hard coal is by the factor of 3 more expensive than import coal. Therefore 
governmental programs try to reduce the hard coal subsidies by reducing 
capacities. 

3.2.7. The future perspectives on coal refinement with nuclear energy for cheap 
coal, e.g. import coal, depend heavily on the future development of coal and 
oil prices and on possible physical actions as e.g. CO2 -tax. 

3.2.8. Recent progress has been made with the following proposals: Process heat 
reactor AHTR-500, Fig. 3-1, process with a gas generator in vertical design, 
Fig. 3-2, and operational afterheat removal system, for a process heat reactor, 
on the basis of natural convection, Fig. 3-3. 

3.3 In detail on the Project: "Chemical Heat Pipe" 

3.3.1. The project "Chemical Heat Pipe", also known as "Nuclear Long Distance 
Energy System", has demonstrated its technical feasibility very successful in 
the pilot plant scale. Two types of reformers and several types of methanators 
have been tested. But all this was done only "conventional", that means without 
a demonstration of heat application from a nuclear source. 

3.3.2. The proposal "Chemical Heat Pipe" was originally made under the 
assumptions that nuclear plants should be located at remote sites and therefore 
transportation of heat energy to the consumers performed by the chemical heat 
pipe. This idea in nuclear energy technology of a separation between remote 
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Nuclcar Process llcat Plant for thc Rcfincmcnt of Coal has been establishcd. Thc 
main part“lIigh Temperature Reactor for Process lIeat Production" and 
“Refinement Plant for Coal" have sufficiently becn developed and demonstrated 
for the realization of a prototype plant. For further details of the objectives 
and the results， see appendix 1. 

3.2.2. The project PNP has bcen terminated in 1992 successfulIy， but without a 
demonstration of heat application from a nucleat、source.For a first nuclear 
demonstration the process of "steam reforming" had been selected in the 
projects “AVRn " and “AVR-reconstruction"， but these projects have not been 
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3.2.3. For a second step of nuclear demonstration the process of “steam 
gasification of coal"， c.g. lignitc， had bccn proposcd in the project "AVR-
reconstruction" . 

3.2.4. R&D-works on coal refinement， including the work on nuclear coal 
refinement， did receive剛 chsupport and funding during the oil price crisis， 
because coal{hard coal and lignite)is an indigenous r回 oursein Germany.加 eto 
the drop of the oil price in the late eightees the economicaI competitiveness 
of the refinement of coal in total does not exist any more under the new阻 rket
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3.2.5. 百1erefinement of fossil primary energy carriers using nuclear energy， 
in particular high temperature heat from the HTR， reduces the energy specific 
emissions of greenhouse gases， namely COz and CII4 ， by 20 to 30%， comparw 
wi th t he direct application of the fuel. This means for coal: Its greenhouse 
gas disadvantage in comparison to oil and gas can be overcome. This is an 
important advantage for today， but this does not open an perspective for the 
future， because the long-term reduction of伺 rbondioxideemissions is not only 
刷関 10%but the required r，吋uctionfactor is between 10 and 15. 

3.2.6. A historical driving force for the project PNP was also to offer help to 
the German hard coal industry and their structural problems. Mean制'hile German 
hard coal is by the factor of 3 more expensive than import coal. Therefore 
governmental programs try to reduce the hard coal subsidies by reducing 
ca開cities.

3.2.7. The future pers開ctiveson coal refinement with nucl回 renergy for cheap 
coal， e.g. import coal， depend heavily on the future development of coal and 
oil prices肌 don possible physical actions as e.g. C02 -tax. 

3.2.8. R回 entprogress has been阻 dewith the fol10wing pro凹sals:Pr∞ess heat 
reactor AHTR-500， Fig. 3-1， process with a gas generator in vertical desi伊，
Fig. 3・2，and operational afterheat removal syst凹， for a pr∞ess heat reactor， 
on the basis of natural convection， Fig. 3-3. 

3.3 ln detail on the Project:“Chemical Heat Pipe" 

3.3.1. The project “Chemi伺 1Heat Pipe"， also known as "Nuclear Long Distance 
Energy System"， has demonstrated its technical feasibi1ity very successful in 
the pilot plant scale. Two types of reformers and several types of methanators 
have been tested. But aIl this was done only "conventional"， that means without 
a demonstration of heat a即 licationfrom a nuclear source. 

3.3.2. The proposal “Chemical Heat Pipe" was originally made under the 
assumptions that nuclear plants should be 1∞ated at remote sites and therefore 
transportation of heat energy to the consumers performed by the chemical heat 
pipe. This idea in nuclear energy technology of a separation between remote 
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areas and consumers if - at least in Germany - not decisive any more because 
there is not really a remote site and because of the recent change of the 
Atomic Law, see 5. 

3.3.3. in addition to that the invention of the "modularization of the core" 
with the result of the "self-active afterheat removal" as a response to the 
experiences with the TMI accident has proven to be the better approach than 
remote location. 

3.3.4. The nuclear chemical heat pipe - energy system is a COz -free energy 
system, this is a big advantage; but it needs a grid and it has worth 
"transportability" in comparison to natural gas and hydrogen. New inventions 
are required to improve transportability. 

3.4 In detail on the Programme "Industrial Applications": 

3.4.1. As a response to the decreasing interest of the coal industry in the 
PNP-project the programme "industrial applications" was performed to introduce 
the experience of chemical engineering companies and plant constructors in 
nuclear process heat applications. The programme was performed successfully and 
a number of possible applications were identified. Some examples are given 
below. But the programme came too late, and so no application has been realized. 

3.4.2. The most important result of this programme is: For most applications in 
industry the unit size of the HTR-moduIe should be lower than the original HTR-
module, for example 80MWt, Fig. 3-4. The original module is designed with the 
design limit of 1 600*c maximum temperature in the depressurized afterheat 
removal. The "industrial HTR-module" with e.g. 80MWt had been proposed to 
increase the market potential and for availability reasons. 

3.4.3. Example 1: HTR for refinery, Fig. 3-5: 3 HTR-module 200MWt, 750'c are 
used to supply energy for a refinery for 6 Mio t/y. The heat is delivered with 
a complex secondary loop at 650 to 200*c. This process heat-supply system for a 
large refinery was estimated to be economically competitive to heavy oil. An 
important point is: No new development requirements were identified. 

3.4.4 Example 2: HTR for refinery plus petrochemical plant, Fig. 3-6: 4 HTR-
modules built the process heat supply system to a refinery (5.5 x 10" t/y oil) 
plus the petrochemical plant (0.83 x 106 t/y naphtha). To the modules: 3 x 170 
MWt with 950'c, 1 x 200 with 700'c. The high temperature heat is needed for the 
superheating and steam cracking of naphtha. Here some R&D would be necessary. 

3.4.5. Example 3: HTR for production of aluminium-oxide, Fig. 3-7: 2 HTR 
modules 170MWt, 850°c, for 500,000 t/y aluminium-oxide. High temperature heat 
is needed for conversion process form A1(0H)3 into AI2O3 with temperatures 
from 850"c to 680°c • For the disintegration of bauxite a molten salt loop is 
proposed between 400°c and 260*c. Some more R&D would be necessary. 

3.5. In detail on "Water Splitting" 

3.5.1. The proposal of the production of hydrogen(and oxygen)by water splitting 
and application of high temperature heat by thermo-chemical cycles(and in 
competition to the thermodynamical cycle plus electrolysis)is a very ambitious 
idea. From thermodynamical point of view there is a high potential of 
improvement, because the "coupling" of the cycle-substances is much higher than 
that of the working fluiding in a thermodynamical cycle. But there is the 
problem of compatibility of materials. 

3.5.2. Therefore experience from existing systems should be used to overcome 
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areas and consumcrs if -at least in Germany -not decisive any more because 
thcre is not really a remote sitc and because of the reccnt change of the 
At叩 icLaw， see 5. 

3.3.3. In addition to that the invention of the "modularization of the corett 

with the result of the "self-active afterheat rcmoval" as a response to the 
experiences with the TMl accidcnt has provcn to be the better approach than 
remote 1α泡tion.

3.3.4. The nuclear chemical heat pipe -ener町 systemis a COz -free energy 
system， this is a big advantage; but it needs a grid and it has worth 
"transportability" in comparison to natural gas and hydrogen. New inventions 
arc requir吋 toimprovc transportabiIity. 

3.4 In detail on the progranme "Industrial App1ications": 

3.4.1. As a response to the decreasing interest of the coal industry in the 
PNP-project the programme "industrial applications" was performed to introduce 
the experience of chemical engineering companies and plant constructors in 
nuc 1 ear、procesSheat appl ications. The progranme was performed su∞essfully and 
a number of possible applications were identified. Some examples are given 
below. But the prograrm胞 側 関 t∞late，and so no application has been realiz剖.

3.4.2. The most important result of this progranme is: For most appli伺 tionsin 
industry the unit size of the HTR-module should be lower th飢 theoriginaI HTR-
module， for example 80MWt， Fig. 3-4. The original module is designed with the 
design limit of 1 600・cmaximum temperature in the depressurized afterheat 
remova 1. The “industriaI HTR-module" with e.g. 80MWt had been proposed to 
incr回 sethe market potential and for availability reasons. 

3.4.3. Example 1: HTR for refinery， Fig. 3-5: 3 HTR-module 200MWt， 750・care 
used to supply energy for a refinery for 6 Mio t/y. The heat is deliver凶 with
a complex secondary loop at 650 to 200'c・明lisprocess heat-supply system for a 
large refinery was estimated to be economically competitive to heavy oil. An 
important卯 intis: No new development r問uiremcntswere identified. 

3.4.4 Example 2: HTR for refinery plus petrochemical plant， Fig. 3-6: 4 HTR-
modules built the process hcat supply system to a refinery (5.5 x 10B t/y oil) 
plus the petrochemical plant (0.83 x 106 t/y naphtha). To the modules: 3 x 170 
MWt with 950・C，1 x 200 wi th 700'c・Thehigh temperature h回 tis needed for the 
su開rheatingand st白mcracking of naphtha. lIere sαne R&D would be necessary. 

3.4.5. Example 3: HTR for production of aluminium-oxide， Fig. 3-7: 2 IITR 
modules 170MWt， 850'c， for 500，000 t/yaluminium-oxide. fligh temperature heat 
is needed for conversion proccss form Al(OH)3 into Alz03 with temperatures 
from 850'c to 680・'c.For the disintegration of bauxi te a mol ten sal t loop is 
propos凶 between400'C and 260'c・Sαnemore R&D would be necessary. 

3.5. ln detail on "Water Spli tting" 

3.5.1. The proposal of the pr凶uctionof hydrogen(an 

3.5.2. Therefore experience from existing systems should be used to overcome 
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compatibility problems, e.g. from coal refinement technology and related 
technology, e.g. the synthesis of methanol. 

4. Recent Results on Economical Competitiveness 

4.1. In summary: " the HTR-module power stations with the assumption of 
the construction of about 800 MWe/y in serious production could become 
economically competitive in comparison to import coal", statement of Mr. A. 
Hiittl, Siemens AG. 

4.2. In detail on economical competitiveness: 

4.2.1. "Relevant theoretical evaluations have shown that the IlTR-module power 
station with the assumption of the construction of about 800 MWe/y in serious 
production - this is equivalent to four stations with twin module units - could 
become economically competitive in comparison to import coal". This statement 
has been made recently by Mr. Adolph Hiittl, chairman of the department 
"Kraftwerk Union, KWU" and member of the board of Siemens AG on the hearing of 
the inquiry commission "Protection of the Global Atmosphere" of the German 
Parliament. See appendix 2. 

4.2.2. In this statement the following was added: "The necessary investments -
required for market penetration of the HTR-module - of some billion DM for a 
demonstration plant, for a large scale fuel element fabrication, as well as for 
the construction of the production facilities for serious production, should be 
payable by a large number of options for the HTR-module plants. For this it 
would be necessary to establish the necessary security of investment", see 
appendix 2. 

4.2.3. Of course - here the situation in the Federal Republic is ment. 
According to relevant statements from the utility industry, operating nuclear 
power plants, the security of investment in nuclear energy technology does not 
exist any more in the Federal Republic of Germany. The politicians from 
government and from opposition do agree on that fact and therefore have 
recently started talks on consensus. There is a rumour that these talks will be 
continued after election. 

4.2.4. From scientific viewpoint and experiences in other industrial fields it 
is clear: Beside the established approach of cost reduction by increasement of 
the unit sizes there should be the approach of decreasing the costs by 
increasing the number and serious production. 

4.2.5. For process heat applications this a very encouraging statement, because 
nuclear process heat is in direct competition to fossil fuel alternatives. 

5. Liquid Secondary Energy Carriers, e.g. Energy Alcohol 

5.1. In summary: Energy alcohol should have first priority as the possible 
product for nuclear process heat applications compared to the other many 
possibilities, because it is a staple commodity. 

5.2. In detail on staple versus grid commodities: 

5.2.1. The analysis of the existing sorts of secondary energy carriers in the 
world show that the bigger part is of staple commodity(for the world: 60%). 
Obviously the success of oil products as secondary energy carriers has to do 
with the fact that oil products are cheap and easily stored and transported. And 
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compatibility problcms， e.g. from coal refincment tcchnology and related 
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Hutt1， Siemens AG. 
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"Kraftwerk Union， 00" and member of the board of Siemens AG on the hearing of 
the inquiry commission "Protection of the Global Atmosphere" of the German 
Parliament. See app巴ndix2. 

4.2.2. In this statement the following was addcd:“The necessary investrr悶 1ts-
required for market penetration of the HTR-modu1e -of some billion DM for a 
demonstration p1ant， for a 1arge scale fuel element fabri凶 tion，as well as for 
the construction of the production facilities for serious production， shou1d be 
payable by a 1arge nurnber of options for the IITR-module p1ants. For this it 
wou1d be necessary to estab1ish the nccessary security of investment"， see 
appendix 2. 

4.2.3. Of course -here the situation in the Federal Republic is ment. 
According to re1evant statements frorn the utility industry， operating nuclear 
凹werplants， the security of investment in nuclear energy technology does not 
exist any more in the Federal Republic of Germany. The politicians from 
government and from opposition do agree on that fact and therefore have 
recently started talks on consensus. There is a rumour that these talks will be 
continued after election. 

4.2.4. Frαn scientific viewpoint and experiences in othcr industrial fields it 
is c1ear: Beside the establish吋 approachof cost reduction by increasement of 
the unit sizes there should be the approach of decreasing the costs by 
increasing the number and serious production. 

4.2.5. For pr∞ess heat app1ications this a very encouraging stat印刷t，出伺use
nuclear pr∞ess heat is in direct cαnpetition to fossi1 fue1 alternatives. 

5. Liquid Secondary En巴暗ycarriers， e.g. Energy Alcohol 

5.1. In sumrnary: Energy a1cohol should have first priority as the possible 
product for nuclear process heat applications compared to the other many 
何回ibilities，b田 auseit is a staple c叩 nodity.

5.2. In d巳tailon staple versus grid commodities: 

5.2.1. The analysis of the existing sorts of secondary energy carriers in the 
world show that the bigger part is of staple commodity(for the world: 60%). 
Obvious1y the success of oil products as secondary energy carriers has to do 
with the fact that oil pr凶uctsare ch回 pand easi ly stored and transported. And 
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obviously the big success of the automobile has to do with the fact that the 
required amount of energy for a certain distance can easily be taken on board. 

5.2.2. Oil and Coal are "world" energy carriers. This is not yet so for Natural 
Gas. Electricity, the typical grid commodity, has additional advantages; e.g. 
introduction of intelligence by automation. Application-friendliness is another 
important criteria. An overview is given in Fig. 5-1. 

5.2.3. There is a very strong demand for mobility. It has been called "mass 
motorization". This causes a strong demand for liquid motor fuel. 

5.2.4. For future automobile drives and easily decomposable liquid energy 
carrier may be necessary, e.g. for hybrid-drives, here methanol, or more 
general energy alcohol, is the best candidate. This is depicted in Fig. 5-1 
under NCLiq for Nuclear Coal Refinement by gasification and conversion into a 
liquid secondary energy carrier. 

5.2.5. For a first demonstration of nuclear process heat application it then 
becomes very clear that the steam reforming with a subsequent editional 
transformation should be the selection. The various possibilities, starting with 
methane QU are presented in Fig. 5-2, including the theoretical value of the 
product yield c.Of course - the product yield should be maximal, but the 
formation of a liquid secondary energy carrier - that is the synthesis of 
methanol - is a condensation and therefore this value is reduced a little bit. 
An interesting feature would be the integration of carbondioxide CO2 from other 
sources. 

6. Safety Improvements also for Process Heat 

6.1. The 7th change of the Atomic Law in the FRG, being effective since July 
28, 1994, requires that " also events, whose occurrence is practically 
excluded , would not require incisive countermeasures ", in the 
explanations those events and incisive countermeasures are described as 
"accidents with core melts" and "evacuations". This change of the Atomic Law is 
very much in favour for innovative reactor systems and for the fundamental 
requirement of catastrophe-free nuclear energy technology. 

6.2. In detail on the background, the formulation and possible consequences: 

6.2.1. In the Federal Republic of Germany there is a very fundamental and 
characteristic discussion on the acceptability of nuclear energy, mainly since 
one of the two main parties after the accident of Chernobyl decided 
programmatically to step out of nuclear energy. The "step out-oriented 
implementation" of the Atomic Law by some governments of states in the Federal 
Republic of Germany have partly caused some "investment ruins" in nuclear energy 
technology. This led to the statement of the utility industry that "the 
security of investment" does not exist any more. To improve the situation the 
federal government started an initiative which led to the seventh change of the 
Atomic Law. The big progress is that the law found the support even of unity-
nuclear fractions. 

6.2.2 The new part(2a)-in its important meaning - reads as follows: 
"Four(nuclear power)plants hold that the license must only begin if also events, 
whose occurrence is practically excluded would not require incisive 
countermeasures", for the whole text(including all parts of the sentence see 
appendix 3). 

6.2.3. In the explanatory text from the governmental initiative in the 
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6.1. 賀市 7thchange of the At叩 icLaw in the FRG， being effective since July 
28， 1994， requires that "..... also events， whose occurrence is practically 
excluded.....， would not require incisive countermeasures....."， in the 
explanations those events and incisive countermeasures are described as 
"accidents with core肥Its"and "evacuations".官lischange of the Atomic Law is 
very much in favour for innovative reactor systems and for the fundamental 
requir側聞tof catastrophe-free nuclear energy technology. 

6.2. In detail on the background， the formulation and possible cons明uences:

6.2.1. In the Federal Republic of Germany there is a very fundamental and 
characteristic discussion on the acceptability of nuclear energy， mainly since 
one of the two main parties after the accident of Chernobyl decided 
programmatically to step out of nuclear energy. The "step out-oriented 
implementation" of the Atomic Law by so冊 governmentsof states in the Federal 
Repub1ic of Germa町 havepartly caused some“investment ruins" in nuclear energy 
technology. This led to the statement of the utility industry that "the 
security of investment" does not exist any more. To improve the situation the 
federal government started an initiative which led to the seventh change of the 
Atomic Law. The big progress is that the law found the support even of unity-
nuclear fractions. 

6.2.2 The new part(2a)ーinits important meaning -reads as follows: 
“Four(nuclear power)plants hold that the license叩 stonly begin if also events， 
whose occurrence is practically excluded制ouldnot require incisive 
countermeasures"， for the whole text(including a11 parts of the sentence see 
a即endix3). 

6.2.3. ln the expJanatory text from the governmentaI initiative in the 
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discussion in parliament for the new part(2a)those "events, whose occurrence is 
practically excluded" are described as "accidents with core melt", and "incisive 
countermcasures" are described as "evacuation". 

6.2.4. Many politician decision makers now in the public express their 
conviction that with this new Atomic Law a big contribution to the acceptance of 
nuclear energy in public could be achieved. This - of course - will be proven 
by the future development. 

6.2.5. Beside that it is also clear that the new Atomic Law is very much in 
favour for innovative reactor systems and for the fundamental requirement of 
catastrophe-free nuclear energy technology. As a fundamental desirable feature 
"catastrophe-free nuclear energy technology" has been discussed before in the 
scientific community. The R&D work in the Institute of Safety Research and 
Reactor Technology on innovative reactor systems is since a few years 
concentrating in that direction. The experimental proof facility "self-acting 
afterheat removal, SARA", being in operation since two years in the Institute 
for Safety Research and Reactor Technology is an important example. 

7. Sustainability, the Fundamental Requirement for the Future 

7.1 In summary: the concept of "sustainable development", being defined as 
"meeting the needs of the present without composing the ability of future 
generations to meet their own needs" is an important guideline for research and 
development work in many areas and in particular in energy systems, because the 
existing energy system and industrialization did cause many problems to 
environment, in particular the climate change problem. 

7.2. In conclusion from this important fundamental requirement: 

7.2.1. Nuclear energy technology must be catastrophe-free. 

7.2.2. Nuclear refinement of fossil primary energy carriers e.g. the production 
of hydrogen from natural gas with the HTR reduces the energy-specific emissions 
by 20 to 30%. This is an advantage, but by far not enough. 

7.2.3. The refinement of coal with nuclear energy reduces the energy specific 
emission of carbondioxide in the maximum by 20 to 30% and thereby overcomes the 

CO2 -disadvantage of coal in comparison to oil and natural gas. This is an 
advantage, but by far not enough. 

7.2.4. A remarkable contribution to the reduction of the emission of greenhouse 
gases(obviously)only can be achieved by an equivalent reduction of the 
application of fossil fuel, e.g. by improving the overall efficiency is the 
energy chains form recourse to the consumer, and by the substitution of primary 
energy with green house gas emission-free primary energy. 

7.2.5. Nuclear energy is a greenhouse gas emission-free primary energy. In the 
form of catastrophe-free nuclear energy technology it could contribute to 
"Development and Sustainability". 

7.2.6. The application of nuclear energy in the form of process heat and the 
respective R&D-work therefore should be directed towards those applications 
where the advantage of nuclear energy to be greenhouse gas emission-free is 
saved, as e.g. "Chemical Heat Pipe" and "Water Splitting". New inventions is 
this area may be decisive for the future success. 
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6.2.4. Many politician decision makers now in the public express their 
conviction that with this new Atαnic Law a big contribution to the acceptance of 
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form of catastrophe-free nuclear energy technology it could contribute to 
"Develo伊nentand Sustainability". 

7.2.6. The application of nuclear energy in the form of process heat and the 
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8. Summary 

8.1. The change of economic system "from planned to free market" in Europe 
and Asia is a big challenge. Much assistance is needed. In the Federal Republic 
of Germany the payments from West German budgets to East Germany exceed now 
about 600 billions DM. 

8.2. Nuclear energy up to now is used almost only for electricity production. 
But the heat market is large, two thirds of primary energy production and 85% 
of secondary energy demand is non-electrical. But the heat market is also very 
diverse. 

8.3. The main result of the various projects: "Prototype Plant Nuclear 
Process Heat, PNP", "Chemical Heat Pipe", and "Industrial Applications" is: the 
technical feasibility of a Nuclear Process Heat Plant(for the refinement of 
coal)has been established. For a first nuclear demonstration the process of 
steam reforming had been selected in the projects "AVRi " and "AVR-
reconstruction", but these projects have not been realized. The project PNP has 
been terminated in 1992 successfully, without demonstration of heat application 
from a nuclear source. 

8.4. " the HTR-module power stations with the assumption of the 
construction of about 800 MWe/y in serious production could become 
economically competitive in comparison to import coal", statement of Mr. A. 
Hiittl, Siemens AG. 

8.5. Energy alcohol should have first priority as the possible product for 
nuclear process heat applications compared to the other many possibilities, 
because it is a staple commodity. 

8.6'. The 7th change of the Atomic Law in the FRG, being effective since July 
28, 1994, requires that" also events, whose occurrence is practically 
excluded , would not require incisive countermeasures "; in the 
explanations those events and incisive countermeasures are described as 
"accidents with core melts" and "evacuations". This change of the Atomic Law is 
very much in favour for innovative reactor systems and for the fundamental 
requirement of catastrophe-free nuclear energy technology. 

8.7. The concept of "sustainable development", being defined as "meeting the 
needs of the present without composing the ability of future generations to meet 
their own needs" is an important guideline for research and development work in 
many areas and in particular in energy systems, because the existing energy 
system and industrialization did cause many problems to environment, in 
particular the climate change problem. 
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Appendix 1: 

Objectives and Results of the Project "Prototype Plant Process Heat, PNP" 

The PNP-Project was founded by the three partners Bergbau-Forschung, Rheinische 
Braunkohle and KFA Jiilich in 1972. In 1976 the actual contract was made and two 
addit ional par tners from reactor industry jo int the co-operation. GHT 
Gcsellschaft flip llochtemperaturreaktor-Technik GmbH of the Siemens Konzern and 
Hochtemperatureaktorbau GmbH, HRB, of the former BBC Konzern. 
The PNP-Project was terminated 1992, June 30. Partners were 

Forschungszentrum Jiilich GmbH, KFA 
former 
Kernforschungsanlage Julich GmbH(KFA) 
Jiilich 

GHT Gesellschaft fiir Hochtemperatur-Technik mbH 
Bergisch-Gladbach 

Hochtemperatur-Reaktorbau GmbH 
Mannheim 

DOT Gesellschaft fur Forschung und Priifung mbll 
former Bergbauforschung 
Essen 

Rheinische Braunkohlenwerke AG 
Kbln 

1. To the Objectives 

In the contract on the cooperation between Industrial Companies and the Research 
Centre Jiilich ,'jiibH, KFA in the frame of the project "Prototype Plant Nuclear 
Process Heat, PKi"* the following has been formulated on the objectives. 

a) to develop a high temperature reactor for high values of the gas outlet 
temperature(950°c )for the application as a source for process heat to be 
applied in processes of coal refinement, including the components for heat 
transfer, being necessary for this purpose and 

b) to develop and to demonstrate components and pilot plants for the process of 
steam gasification of coal and for the process of hydrogenating 
gasification of coal. 

2. Results in Summary 

A) The technical feasibility of a Nuclear Process Heat plant for the Refinement 
of coal has been established. The main parts "High Temperature Reactor for 
Process Heat Production" and "Refinement Plant for Coal" have sufficiently 
been developed and demonstrated for the realization of a prototype plant. 
This means: the technical objectives of the project have been achieved. 
Nevertheless the costs of the plant are guessed to be much higher than 
originally been expected. 

B) The economical competitiveness of a nuclear process heat plant for the 
refinement of coal is in comparison to the conventional alternatives of 
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coal refinement in principle achievable, including the realizability of 
potentials of improvement. But the economical competitiveness of the 
refinement of coal in total does not exist any more under the market 
conditions since the end of the oil price crisis. 

C) The process of the refinement of coal using nuclear energy contributes to 
the fundamental goals "security of energy supply", "diversification of the 
resources" and "environmental friendliness". 

Remark: 

Remaining work to be done in the future: Definition of reference concepts, R&D 
work for ensuring of the technical feasibility as well as planning, 
construction and operation of a pilot plant for process heat application for 
refinement of coal. 

Results in Detail 

1. The development of the High Temperature Reactor for the production of high 
temperature heat with high values of the outlet temperature of the coolant(950 
*c)for the application as source for process heat is conceptually accomplished 
to a very large extend: Several concepts of reactors have been established 
ready for construction. 

2. The fuel element being envisaged for application in the HTR for process 
heat production: "Pebble type fuel element, low enriched fuel, coated particle 
with TRISO coating", have been successfully qualified in mass tests in the AVR 
reactor in Julich. 

3. Components for the high temperature heat transfer are qualified: Examples 
are the successful tests for hot gas ducts including insulations and liners in 
the scale 1:1 test facilities "Component Experimental Loop(Kiihlversuchskreislauf 
KVK, SIEMENS, INTERATOM, IA Bergisch Gladbach and in the Experimental Plant ADI 
and the successful tests on magnetic bearings for circulators, (HRB Julich). 

4. Verifications on the safety of a HTR for process heat have successfully 
been accomplished. Examples are the explosion tests with hydrog 
en(SIEHENS/INTERATOM; Bergisch Gladbach)and the tests on erthquakes for the core 
with pebble type fuel elements including support structures(earthquake test 
facility MAVIS, Julich, former SAMSON, HRB Julich), as well as experimental 
work on the retention of tritium(KFA Julich and others more). 

5. The realizability of the production of process heat in a nuclear reactor, 
in the form of high temperature-helium with 950 *c, has successfully been 
demonstrated by the operation of the HTR experimental reactor AVR in Jiilich by 
its many years of operation with such a mean helium outlet temperature. This 
has been reconfirmed by the project "reconstruction of the AVR into a process 
heat plant"(it has not been realized), also with respect to the licensability. 

6. The technical feasibility of components of HTR for process heat in the 
industrial has been supported by the operation of the HTR demonstration plant 
THTR-300 in Schmehausen with its valuable experiences. The operation of the 
THTR-300 was finished in 1989, also due to political difficulties. 

7. The qualification of the metallic materials for high temperature 
applications is very advanced: For the materials of the reformers and of the 
intermediate heat exchangers the prognostic lifetimes of more than 100 000 
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hours have been achieved. The newly developed material for the helium-heated gas 
generator of the process of a steam gasification of coal withstand very hard 
corrosion conditions in the gasification of coal. 

8. Methods for the design, including detailed design and production of 
documents for the licensing process for the components of high temperature heat 
transfer and high temperature heat consuming apparatus have been developed 
completely. 

9. The development and demonstration of the process of reforming of methane 
with a helium-heated reformer has successfully been performed. Two variants of 
the reformer - baffle-variant and tube-variant - have been tested successfully 
in pilot-scale in the large scale experimental plant EVA/ADAM- i (KFA Jiilich). 

10. The development and demonstration of the helium intermediate loop for the 
transfer of high temperature heat has been performed successfully. Two variants 
of the intermediate heat exchanger - the Helix-variant and the U-tube-variant -
have been tested successfully in the large scale experimental plant "Component 
Experimental Loop(Komponenten Versuchs-Kreislauf, KVK, SIEMENS/INTERATOM-
Bergisch-Gladbach)together with hot gas tubes and fittings. 

11. The development and demonstration of the process of the hydrogenating 
gasification of coal, HGC, in experimental facilities in the semi-technical 
scale and in the pilot-scale(Union Kraftstoff, Wesseling)have been performed 
successfully. The process has been developed in the main for lignite, the 
applicability for hard coal has also been tested successfully. 

12. The development and demonstration of the process of steam gasification of 
coal, has been performed successfully in an experimental facility in the semi-
technical scale(Deutsche Hontan Technologie, DMT, former Bergbauforschung 
Essen). The process has been developed in the main for hard coal. 

13. Assessments of the technical feasibility and the economical competitiveness 
of the processes for the refinement of coal using nuclear energy assessment 
have been performed in the year 1987(R0eG study and RBW assessment). Both 
studies confirm the technical feasibility. On the economical competitiveness 
the following is stated: For the process of the steam gasification of coal: The 
cost values of the processes using nuclear energy are higher than those of the 
conventional processes and there is a potential to decrease the costs "but 
without the possibility to be cheaper than the conventional alternatives. 
However, i t had also be shown that i t would be necessary to have an optimal 
coupling between the HTR and the heat consuming processes", and for the 
hydrogenating gasification of coal: "The product costs are remarkable higher 
than the market prices of today and also above the conventional alternatives, 
with the conclusion at an economical competitive may be achieved only in the 
long term". 

14. The R&D work for the improvement and the securing of the technical 
feasibility and the economical competitiveness and for the preparation of the 
market penetration of coal refinement using nuclear energy in phase I: 
"Development of concepts and assessment" economical competitiveness of nuclear 
process heat for the refinement of coal in comparison to conventional 
alternatives has been achieved: the best value is 75% of the cost value of the 
conventional alternative. But the economical competitiveness of coal refinement 
as a whole is not achieved in comparison to the market conditions after the end 
of the oil price crisis for the moment(1992). 

15. The licenseability of nuclear heat application for coal refinement has been 
evaluated in 1980 by the assessment committee of the Bundesminister des 
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lnnern(Federal Ministry of the Interior)and has received a positive votum: 
requirements can be fulfilled and proofs can be made. This votum has been 
revitalized by the evaluations in the frame of the project "Reconstruction of 
the AVR into a process heat plant" in 1984. The primary helium-heated reformer 
fulfills all requirements being important in a licensing process. 

16. The environmental friendliness of nuclear coal gasification with respect to 
emissions from the coal refinement processes has been proven by the 
experimental plants: The products specific emissions of carbondioxide of the 
nuclear coal refinement is in comparison to the conventional alternative smaller 
by the factor of 1.5 to 1.8. With the nuclear coal refinement the "CO 2 -
disadvantage" of the coal in comparison to oil and gas can be diminished. 

Literature: 

PNP-1981 
Prototypanlage Nukleare ProzeBwarme, PNP: Referenzkonzept dcr Prototypanlage 
Nukleare Prozeflwa'rme, PNP Gesamtanlage und Kraftwerk: Bergbauforschung GmbH, 
GIFT 
Gesellschaft fur Hochtemperaturreaktor-Technik GmbH, Hochtemperatur-Reaktorbau 
GmbH, Kernforschungsanlage JUlich GmbH, Rheinische Braunkohlenwerke AG, Februar 
1981, (in English: Prototype Plant Nuclear Process Heat, PNP: Reference Concept 
of Prototype Plant Nuclear Process Heat PNP, Total Plant and Power Station, 
Partners). 

PNP-1987 
Prototypanlage Nukleare ProzeBwarme, PNP: Arbeiten zur Festlegung des 
Anlagenkonzepts,(HTR, HKV), Rheinische Braunkohlenwerke AG, Bereich Forschung 
und Entwicklung, (RBW-Bewertung, Juli 1987), (in English: Prototype Plant 
Nuclear Process Heat, PNP: Works for the Fixation of the Concept of the Plant 
High Temperature Reactor plus Hydrogenating Coal Gasification, here called RBW 
Assessment). 

ROeG-1987 
Ruhrkohle Ql+Gas GmbH im Auftrage der Ruhrkohle AG: Studie zur Kohlevergasung 
mit nuklearer ProzeBwarme, ROeG-Studie, April 1987(in English: Ruhrkohle dl+Gas 
GmbH on behalf of Ruhrkohle AG: study on Gasification of Coal Using Nuclear 
Process Heat). 

PNP-1989 
Prototypanlage Nukleare ProzeBwarme, PNP: AbschluBbericht zur Entwicklung eines 
Rbhrenspaltofens(RSO)fiir die prototypanlagc Nukleare ProzeBwa'rme, Partner: BASF 
AG, Interatom GmbH, L+C Steinmiiller GmbH, Systemfuhrung: GHT Gesellschaft flir 
Hochtemperaturtechnik mbll, Juli 1989(in English: Prototype Plant Nuclear Process 
Heat, PNP: Final Report on the Development of a Reformer for the Prototype 
Plant Nuclear Process Heat, Partners). 

PNP-1992 
Prototypanlage Nukleare ProzeBwarme, PNP: SchluBbericht Uber die R+E-Arbeiten 
zur Verbesserung und Absicherung der technischen Auslegung und der 
Wirtschaftlichkeit und zue Vorbereitung der Markteinfuhrung der nuklearen 
Kohleveredlung, Phase 1 "Konzeptentwicklung und -bewertung 1989-1992", Partner: 
DMT-Gesellschaft fur Forschung und PrUfung mbH, Institut fiir Kokserzeugung und 
Kohlechemie(vormals Bergbauforschung GmbH), Forschungszentrun Jiilich GmbH, 
Hochtemperatur-Reaktorbau GmbH, Rheinbraun AG, Ruhrkohle ol und Gas GmbH, 
Siemens AG, Bereich Energieerzeugung(KWU)/GHT(Gesellschaft fur Hochtechnologie 
mbH), Juni 1992, (in English: Prototype Plant Nuclear Process Heat, PNP: Final 
Report on R&D Work for Improvement and Confirment Design and Economics and to 
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mit nuklearer Prozeswarme， ROeG-Studie， April 1987(in English: Ruhrkohle 01心部
Gmbfl on bchalf of Ruhrkohle AG: Study on Gasification of Coal Using Nuclear 
Pr∞ess H倒的.

PNP-1989 
Prototypanlage Nukl回 reProzes凶rme，PNP: Abschlusbericht zur Entwicklung eines 
附hrenspaltofens(RSO)fUrdie prototypanlagc Nukleare Prozeswarme， Partner: BASF 
AG， Interatom GmbH， L+C Steinmul1er GmbH， Systemfuhrung: GHT Gesellschaft fur 
H∞ht叩 peraturt配加ikmbll， Juli 1989(in English: Prototype Plant Nuclear Pr∞ess 
Heat， PNP: Final Report on the Development of a ReCormer for the Prototype 
Plant Nuclear Pr∞ess Heat， Partners). 

PNP-1992 
Prototypanlage Nukleare Prozeswarme， PNP: Schlusbericht uber die R+E-Arbeiten 
zur Verbesserung und Absicherung der technischen Auslegung und der 
Wirtschaftlichkeit und zue Vorbereitung der Markteinfuhrung der nuklearen 
Koh 1 evered 1凹 g，Phase 1 "Konzeptentwicklung und -bewertung 1989-1992ヘPartner:
脚町一GesellschaCtfur Forschung und Prufung mbH， Institut fur Kokserzeugung und 
Kohlechemie(vormals Bergbauforschung GmbH)， Forschungszentrun JUlich GmbH， 
Hochtemperatur-Reaktorbau GmbH， Rheinbraun AG， Ruhrkohle 01 und Gas GmbH， 
Sie岡市 AG，Bereich Energieerzeugung(KWU)/GIIT(GesellschaCt fur Hochtechnologie 
mbH)， Juni 1992， (in English: Prototype Plant Nuclear Process Heat， PNP: Final 
Report on R&D Work for Improvement and Confirment D巴signand Economics and to 
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Prepare the Market Introduction of Nuclear Coal Gasification, Phase 1 "Concept 
Development and Assessment 1989-1992", Partners). 

Appendix 2: 

Economical Competitiveness of HTR-Module 

Statement of 

Mr. Adolph Hiittl, Chairman of the Department "Kraftwerk Union, KWU" and Member 
of the Board of Siemens AG: 

"Relevant theoretical evaluations have shown that the IITR-Module-Power Station 
with the assumption of the construction of about 800 MWe/year in serious 
production 

- this is equivalent to four stations with twin model units -

could be come economically competitive in comparison to import coal." 

"The necessary investments - required for market penetration of the HTR-module -
of some billion DM for a demonstration plant, for a large scale fuel element 
fabrication, as <-iell as for the construction of the production facilities for 
serious production, should be payable by a large number of options of the HTR 
module-plants. For this it would be necessary to establish the necessary 
security of investment." 

This is the most important part of the answer of Mr. Hiittl on the question: 
"which are the expectations on the production costs of electricity production 
with the HTR?" 

on the hearing of the inquiry commission "protection of the global atmosphere" 

at November 8th, 1993 on the topic 

"Status and Perspectives of Development of Nuclear Reactor Technology and 
Disposal of Used fuel" 

Literature: 

Deutscher Bundestag, Enquete-Kommission "Schutz der Erdatmoshare", der 
Vorsitzende: Presseerklarung des Vorsitzenden der Enquete-Kommission Dr. Klaus 
W. Lippold, Bonn, 8. November 1993(in English: German parliament, Inquiry 
Commission "Protection of the Global Atmosphere", the Chairman: Press release of 
the chairman of the Enquete Commission Dr. Klaus W. Lippold, Bonn, November 
8th, 1993) 
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Prepare the Market Introduction of Nuclear Coal Gasification， Phase 1 "Concept 
Development and Assessment 19B9-1992ヘPartners).

Appendix 2: 

Economical Competitiveness of HTR-Module 

Statel隠ntof 

Mr. Adol凶 HiJttl，Olair阻 nof the Depart肥 nt“KraftwerkUnion， KWU"回 dMember 
of the Board of Siemens AG: 

"Relevant theoretical evaluations have shown that the IITR-Module-Power Station 
with the assumption of the construction of about BOO MWe/year in serious 
pr凶uction

ーthisis問uivalentto four stations with twin model units -

could be cαne economically cαnpetitive in cαnparison to im凹rtcoal." 

“百enecessa~ investments -requir凶 formarket penetration of the IITR-n凶 ule-
of some billion DM for a demonstration plant， for a large scale fuel element 
fabrication， as I・lellas for the construction of the production faci lities for 
serious productlon， should be payable by a large number of options of the HTR 
module-plants. For this it would be necessary to establish the necessary 
security of investment." 

This is the most important part of the answer of Mr. Huttl on the question: 
"Which are the expectations on the production costs of electricity production 
with the HTR?" 

on the hearing of the inquiry cαrmission "prot田 tionof the global atmos凶ere"

at November 8th， 1993 on the topic 

“Status and Perspectives of Development of Nuclear Reactor Technology and 
Dis仰salof Used fuel" 

Literature: 

Deutscher Bundestag， Enquete-Kommission "Schutz der Erdatmoshare"， der 
Vorsitzende: Presseer・klarungdes Vorsitzenden der Enquete-Kommission Dr. Klaus 
W. Lippold， Bonn， B. November 1993(in English: German parliament， Inquiry 
α澗 lission"Protection of the Global Atmospherザ， the Chairman: Press release of 
the chairman of the Enquete Commission Dr. Klaus W. Lippold， Bonn， November 
8th， 1993) 
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ArtikeM 
Siebenlc3 Gesetz 

zur Anderung des Atomgesetzes 

Das Alomgoselz In der Fassung der Bokannlmachung 
vom 15. Jull 1985 (BGBI. IS 1565), zuletzt geSndort durch 
Artlkel 6 Abs. 77 des Gesatzes vom 27. Dezember 1S93 
(BGBI. IS. 2378), wlrd wis fo'gt geandert: 

1, In § 7 wlrd nach Absalz 2 folgender Absatz 2a eln-
gelugt: 

„(2a) Bel Anlagon zur Spaltung von KembrennstoHen, 
die def E/zeugung von Eloktrizitat dienen, gilt Absatz 2 
Nr. 3-mit der MaBgabo, daD zur wolteren Vorsorgo 
gegen Rtslken fOr die Allgemolnhoit die Genehmlgung 
nur erteilt warden dart, wenn auf Grund der Beschof-
(enhoit und des Botriobs der Anlaga nuch Erelgntsso, 
deren Einlrfll durch dio zu tredendo Vorsorgo gegen 
SchSden praktlsch ausgeschlosson 1st, elnschnol-
deride Maflnahmen zum Schutz vor der scbadllehon 
Wirkung lonlslerender Slrahlen auBerhalb dos abgo-
schlossenen Gellndea der Anloga nlcht ertorderflch 
machen wurden: dio bcl der Auslegung der Anlago 
zugrunde zu legenden Erelgnlsse slnd In Leltlinlen 
naher zu bestlmmen, dio das (Or dia kcmtcchnlscho 
Slcheriieit und den Strahlenschutz zustandlgo Bun-
desmtnlsterium nach Anhdrung der zusUtndlgen ober-
sten Londesbohflrdon Im Bundosanzetger verOffent-
licht Satz 1 gill nlehl for die Errichtung und don Bo Web 
von Anlag«n, (Or dio bis zum 31. Dezombcr 1993 eino 
Genehmigung crier Teilgenohrnlgungorl el rtv/orden 1st, 
sowio tur wosentliche Veriinderungen dieser Anlagen 
oder ihres Batdebes." 
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Artikel4 

Slebenles Gese包

zur Anderung des Alomgesetzes 

Das Alomgcsetz In der Fnssung der 8ckannlmacllung 
vom 15. JuJl19B5 (8GSI.1 S 1565)， rule位tgedndart durch 
んtlkcl6 Abs. 77 des Gesetzes v白m27. Dezember 1993 
但~BI. I S. 2378)， wlrd wle lo'gl gcandert: 

Change LαW lth 
1. In 9 7 wird nach Absatz 2 lolgender Absatz 2a eln・

gelugt: 
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machen wurden: dio bcl der Auslegung der Anlago 
a勾叩nde剖 legendenErelgnlsse slnd In le!Wnl聞
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Atomic Lou , 6 t"« . j 

Paragraph *, p<*̂  0-) ( -old) 

The Licence mast only be given 

if 
1 ( r c U a l i l i t y ° f U « n t c c ) 

5 . (know Vt»« of- pt«so«i«ci. ) 

j . the 
SfafatS of XttnCt a—t ^c*i*oL>5^ 

req u i red. precaution s 
— againsi damages 

of-«M- pta-rt. 

have been taken. 

M I M C Law , £<rManj, , ?ti< chafcgcte^a^»Vc23o?5Y 

Paragraph ?", par t (2a) (=• new 

For plants (3otl 

~- for the (feum pf nWror Pu*{ 

hoLds 

that — for arfditiOnaC pro*-isi"o«. 

the. Licence, masi only be. gi'veh 
( f — - itr r*Jtu*i oi 

also e/oifcs , whose. occuran.ee 

is practically exciu.d eoC 

would not require 
incisive counter measures 

— for tfot fjfofcech'on 
»a)af*jfc da—a^i*-* effcefc-i 

- off-sffce r u , , 

Momic law, Germany, 7th<*arrge,efte:fw*.2««.si, 

Explanation : fooP5^ 

Tn addition 
- to fcticcaisting concept 

• «4 tec do*)* •* Wft ««••**< r^rfr-bk 

- in the frtime of the 

-required pre.Cau.hcms 

it seems - for f u to r t rcflcfcrs 

to be adequate 

to take precautions against 
-eventual 

• rMfifcC of £*jt«j>W*w aUc«/y 

• events , as 

accidents with core melt. 

Atomic Lou , CaKovi, , ?« , c t a n j t , cHecbVc=Ja.OJ:9* 

The mea.su res 
— C.g. for C0H.trt)ULl(*5 

aaa'denks *""**•> c01"*- ***&* 

mus-t be. such 
— -tha-fc- ft- fs d e a r 

to -Hit conviction Of--the. 
Licencing aiL-tkori-fj/ 

that It shall not come 
to releases ̂ hich require 

incicive counter measures 
— for-fcht protection 

v a^«u*MCi^K. **Cecil O-t 

as an evacuation. 
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A匂旬、ιLo'-l， Ge町唱勺 (2，，(.司
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4・弘ι I""d

have been taken. 

Id:omic la....伽官田町1，守tI1dton<，je.， efkdive.. U~. <;司

E>cp(an且tion: (4o~5~ 

In qddition 
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to be adequate 
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accidents with core melt. 
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